
        

                              USING THE CONTROL SESSION DIALOG

      This dialog allows you to control the configuration of the session which is currently on top.

      "Shrink on MultiFinder Switch":    When you switch from Comet to another application under 
MultiFinder the screen will automatically shrink to a small icon and expand.    This feature helps make 
the TrashCan more accesible under MultiFinder.

      "Close window when session closes":    Will close the window and its corresponding document 
automatically when your session is closed or aborted.

      "Use Block Cursor":    Allows you to change the emulator cursor from an underline to a block.

      "Blink Cursor":    Determines whether the cursor will blink or stay on continuously.

      "Open session without terminal type negotiation":    Some TCP/IP hosts (particularly terminal 
servers) may not negotiate terminal types correctly, or may not open a session by sending some data 
to Comet; if this occurs, you cannot send keystrokes to the host, and the button bar is left grayed out.   
Setting this option will allow you to send characters to such a host.

      "Only one session per document":    Usually Comet closes a Comet document after getting the 
settings and macros from the document; you can then open another session with the same host by 
double-clicking on the same document.    Setting this option causes Comet to leave the document 
open, so that double-clicking on it will bring the old session to the foreground and re-open it if it has 
been closed, rather than opening a brand new session.
 
      "Keep session open when Mandarin sleep event received":    This allows the user to configure a 
Comet session running under the Bear Access LaunchPad to keep a session open rather than closing it 
when a sleep event is received.    This speeds up switching between the LaunchPad and Comet 
sessions.

      "____ lines max. scrollback buffer (zero = no limit)" allows you to set the maximum number of lines 
to save in the emulator screen scrollback buffer.    Note that if this is not set appropriately, you will run 
into out of memory conditions.
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        "Delete Returns in session.edit automatically on download":    If you download a file with the same 
name as the session with ".edit" appended, it will be added to the session's .edit window; this option 
allows you to have the Carriage Returns at the end of each line stripped out automatically.

        "Add Returns to session.edit automatically on upload":    Like the above, except that Carriage 
Returns will be added automatically to the end of the lines where the text was wrapped in the .edit 
window.


